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ABOUT US

Vigàn Solutions comes as a collection of experiences working and collaborating
with International Companies and Organizations. We merged our ideas and
strengths to bring the best outcome.
 
Vigàn Solutions is a branch of Vigàn Group 

It is the continuation of strong ties of collaboration between agile and young
experts in overcoming market challenges. Eventually, the values and the Work of
these young and passionate staff members- now, partners- grew to be a
company on Iits own right.

READ MORE



Portfolio Companies
 

VIGÀN GROUP

Nenna is a leading
manufacturer of 100% natural,

top-quality products. 

A specialized company on
outstaffing software engineers

located in Tirana.

The first and the biggest online
sales portal in Albania

A leading company in
packaging, accessories and

labels.



 Clients &
Partners

4 Offices in
Albania & USA 

HOW IT DEVELOPED

+200 employees

1200 m2

Location

Our Staf

Operating 
Offices

More than 40

READ MORE
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VISION
Vigàn Solutions shares much of its core values
and spirit with Vigàn Investment while
emphasizing the youth as the driving force in
generating practical and authentic solutions.
We came into the business to create a legacy to
bring values. Above all, we don’t see problems,
we see situations and challenges. This way, we
provide solutions.

READ MORE



Our Goals
Vigàn Solutions aspires to continuously fuel and
stabilize the mentality that hard work and ingenious
solutions are real and tangible across societies, despite
their inherited self-limiting beliefs.

On mid- to long - term basis, we aim to operate in a
business and social environment that is more
comfortable in its own skin and draws inspiration from
its own core values.



INDUSTRIES

E-commerce and Retail Industry is a growing part of the overall
digital market. Its growing share in the Retail world is spiking
towards 15%. 

Financial processes and transactions were part of the
pioneering operations to benefit from technological solutions. 

Healthcare Industry was the main industry to see a rise in
interaction between its parties during the pandemic. 

Outsourcing and Outstaffing applications in Logistics not only
imrpove a companies’ efficiency, but they also show a more
reputable growth of them over a shorter period of time. 

E-Commerce And Retail

Fin Tech

Healthcare

Logistics

Education
During the pandemic, Education hugely benefitted from services,
processes and products best performed by teams or companies
within the Business Process Outsourcing industry.

Food And Delivery
Food and Delivery industry took a breath of fresh air once it started
relying more and more on BPO services. This way, food-on-demand
was not an intangible goal anymore, not only for end customers, but
also for the supplying chain. 

Global Business Services
Global Business Services, as the name implies, managed to become
a universal industry on its own through major international service
and processes transactions. 



OUTSOURCING

Outsourcing includes the coverage of a full service by
a full team or a dedicated company. This way,
Outsourcing ensures the completion of a full project,
which is more complex than several tasks.

Outstaffing team is a part of an in-house team located
at a remote location. Outstaffing allows the manager
or the company to virtually hire extra staff up to full
time while the staff remains in their original
workplace. It also allows for remote employment
wherever the required service is optimal. 

www.vigan.solutions

OUR
SERVICES

READ MORE

OUTSTAFFING



SERVICES WE PROVIDE

01 Costumer Services

02 Tech & Innovation

03 Digital Marketing Services

04 Back Office

Providing support and assistance to
customers. Customer Support Service is the
strong link between the company’s reputation
and the customers that rely on it.

Digital communication gave rise to Digital
Marketing Services as a specific way for
brands to communicate services and
processes to existing or potential clients.

Technology and Innovation is the new
technological developments and
combinations of existing technologies.

Back-office outsourcing is where the back-
office functions are outsourced to a third-party
company that is specialized in handling all
BPO operations. 



Bookkeeping as a process of Data Analytics
allows a business to contract a third-party
company in providing services that include:
Payroll, accounts receivable, financial
reporting ect.

Virtual assistant can operate as an executive
assistant, administrative assistant or personal
assistant. handling small, menial tasks such as
answering emails, managing your calendar or
booking appointments.

Staying up to date with Research and Data
Analytics sets your company one step into the
future by scientifically predicting the
developmental course of it.

Data Analytics/ Data - Entry

Bookkeeping

Virtual Assistant

SERVICES
WE PROVIDE
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WHERE WE ARE PRESENT
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CLIENTS - PARTNERS - FRIEND

READ MORE

We make it a priority to understand our clients’ current
circumstances and future aspirations. 

We focus on innovative, flexible, and collaborative solutions
with a strong emphasis on reliable and responsive services
and discretion. 

Our aim is to turn expertise and knowledge into value for
the benefit of our clients.



+355 69 330 2026 info@vigan.solutions www.vigan.solutions

THANK YOU!
VIGÀN SOLUTIONS


